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Abstract

Fuzzy rule-based models have been extensively used in regression problems. Be-

sides high accuracy, one of the most appreciated characteristics of these models

is their interpretability, which is generally measured in terms of complexity.

Complexity is affected by the number of features used for generating the model:

the lower the number of features, the lower the complexity. Feature selection

can therefore considerably contribute not only to speed up the learning process,

but also to improve the interpretability of the final model. Nevertheless, a very

few methods for selecting features before rule learning have been proposed in the

literature in the framework of regression problems. In this context, we propose

a novel forward sequential feature selection approach based on the minimal-

redundancy-maximal-relevance criterion. The relevance and the redundancy of

a feature are measured in terms of, respectively, the fuzzy mutual information

between the feature and the output variable, and the average fuzzy mutual

information between the feature and the just selected features. The stopping

criterion for the sequential selection is based on the average values of relevance

and redundancy of the just selected features. We tested our feature selection

method performing two experiments on twenty regression datasets. In the first

experiment, we aimed to show the effectiveness of our approach by comparing

the mean square errors achieved by the fuzzy rule-based models generated using

all the features, the features selected by our approach and the features selected
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by two state-of-the-art feature selection algorithms, respectively. For simplic-

ity, we adopted the well-known Wang and Mendel algorithm for generating the

fuzzy rule-based models. We present that the mean square errors obtained by

models generated by using the features selected by our approach are on average

similar to the values achieved by using all the features and lower than the ones

obtained by employing the subset of features selected by the two state-of-the-art

feature selection algorithms. In the second experiment, we intended to evaluate

how our feature selection algorithm can reduce the convergence time of the evo-

lutionary fuzzy systems, which are probably the most effective fuzzy techniques

for tackling regression problems. By using a state-of-the-art multi-objective evo-

lutionary fuzzy system based on rule learning and membership function tuning,

we show that the number of evaluations can be reduced of more than 40% when

pre-processing the dataset by our feature selection algorithm.

Keywords: Fuzzy Rule-based Systems, Feature Selection, Fuzzy Mutual

Information, Regression Problems, High Dimensional Datasets

1. Introduction

A large number of real-world applications require to determine regression

models from input-output pairs of observed samples. In this context, during

the last decades, fuzzy rule-based systems and in particular Mamdani-type fuzzy

rule-based systems (MFRBSs) [1] have been largely employed [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10]. Indeed, they are recognized as universal approximators [11, 12] and allow

achieving accuracies comparable to other approaches. Furthermore, they have

the capability of explaining how their outputs are generated from the input

values. An MFRBS consists of a linguistic rule base (RB), a database (DB)

containing the fuzzy sets associated with the linguistic terms used in the RB

and a fuzzy logic inference engine. RB and DB compose the knowledge base

(KB) of the MFRBS. Formally, an MFRBS is a mathematical model that, given

an input vector, computes an output value, exploiting the knowledge coded in

the RB and in the DB, and an inference process based on fuzzy logic.
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The inputs of observed samples are typically described by a large number

of features. Often, some of these features are irrelevant or redundant, thus

making the most popular algorithms for learning regression models, including

the ones for identifying the structure of MFRBSs, inefficient and inaccurate.

For this reason, a lot of research activity has been devoted to design techniques

for reducing dimensionality.

Dimensionality reduction is usually performed by two main approaches,

namely feature extraction and feature selection [13]. Feature extraction [14]

is a process that extracts a set of new features from the set of original features

by means of a mapping function, with the aim of representing the original data

more concisely. The main drawbacks of this process are the computational time

needed to search for a suitable mapping function and the loss of interpretability

of the final results. Indeed, typically no explicit and intuitive relation exists

between the original and the new features and only the original features have a

physical explanation.

On the contrary, feature selection [15] generates no new feature but selects

an optimal set of the original features according to a certain criterion. The main

aim of this selection process is to speed up the learning algorithms by reducing

the dimensionality of the feature space. Typically, both the accuracy and the

complexity of the learned models are also improved.

In general, feature selection algorithms can be classified into wrapper and

filter methods [16]. In wrapper methods, the feature selector behaves as a wrap-

per around a specific learning algorithm that is used to evaluate the goodness of

the feature subset [17]. In filter methods, the feature selection algorithm is em-

ployed to remove irrelevant and/or redundant features in a pre-processing phase,

independently of any specific learning algorithm [18]. The filter approaches are

in general computationally more efficient, while wrapper methods usually yield

to better results. In this paper, we focus on a novel filter method for select-

ing features partitioned by fuzzy sets when generating MFRBSs for regression

problems.

To evaluate the optimal subset of features, both wrapper and filter methods
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should test exhaustively all the possible combinations of the features. Since the

number of these combinations increases factorially with the number of features,

this approach becomes unfeasible in high dimensional problems. Thus, heuristic

approaches are generally adopted. Sequential search algorithms are the most

popular among the heuristic approaches: they add or subtract features at each

iteration in order to find the optimal subset.

The most common sequential search schemes are the forward sequential se-

lection (FSS) and the backward sequential selection (BSS) [19]. FSS starts from

an empty set and, at each step, adds to this set the best feature among the un-

selected ones on the basis of an evaluation criterion. Steps are repeated until

either all the original features are included in the set or a stopping criterion

is reached. On the contrary, BSS starts with a set containing all the features

and, at each step, removes from the set the feature that produces the maximal

performance degradation. Steps are repeated until either a stopping condition

is reached or only one feature remains in the set.

Both FSS and BSS need an evaluation criterion to assess the relevance of

each feature to be added to or removed from the set. To this aim, several

measures have been proposed in the literature: these measures can be classified

into distance, information and dependency measures [20, 21]. One of the most

used information measures is the Mutual Information (MI). MI aims to quantify

the mutual dependence between two variables and is defined as the difference

between the sum of the entropy values of the two variables and their joint

entropy value: MI is equal to zero when the variables are independent and

increases with the increase of the dependence of one variable on the other.

A recent review on the use of MI for feature selection [22] states that MI

has two main properties. First, it can measure any kind of relationship between

random variables, including non-linear relationships. Second, it is invariant un-

der transformations in the feature space that are invertible and differentiable,

e.g.,translations, rotations, and any transformation preserving the order of the

original elements of the feature vectors. For these reasons, MI has been ex-

tensively used as evaluation measure for feature selection, even if mainly for
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classification problems [23, 24, 25, 26, 27].

For example, in [26] and [27] MI is employed to measure both the relevance

and the redundancy of a feature in the framework of the minimal-redundancy-

maximal-relevance criterion (mRMR) adopted in the feature selection process.

In particular, the relevance is measured as the MI between the feature and the

target class, and the redundancy is computed as the average MI between the

feature and the just selected features. Recently, in [25] the authors discuss a

unified framework for information-theoretic feature selection methods. They

formulate the feature selection task as a conditional likelihood problem of the

class labels, given the features. They demonstrate that, using filter approaches,

there exist links between conditional likelihood functions and feature selection

heuristics of MI criteria.

As regards regression problems, to the best of our knowledge, a few ap-

proaches have used MI for performing feature selection. In [28] the authors

have studied the behavior of MI as a relevance measure for filter-based feature

selection approaches on several regression problems. In particular, different ap-

proximations of MI based on the notion of k-additive truncation are discussed.

In [29] MI is used for selecting relevant spectral variables employing an exhaus-

tive search and fixing a-priori the maximum number of features to be selected.

The experimental studies have been carried out by building regression models,

namely radial-basis function networks and least-square support vector machines,

with training sets composed by the selected relevant spectral variables. More

recently, in [30] the authors have proposed a feature selection method based on

an agglomerative hierarchical clustering technique. In particular, the method

exploits a dissimilarity matrix, which can be computed by using an estimation

of the conditional MI between features. The number of clusters is determined

by the number of variables to be selected and, for each cluster, the variable with

the highest value of MI with respect to the continuous output variable is chosen.

We recall that MI-based feature selection approaches need to estimate proba-

bility distributions for calculating the entropy and the joint entropy of variables.

Usually, when these variables are continuous, a discretization algorithm is ap-
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plied for estimating the probability distributions [25]. When designing MFRBSs,

a fuzzy partition for each variable is defined. If no a-priori knowledge is avail-

able, the partitions are generally uniform and all the variables are partitioned

with the same number of fuzzy sets. On the other hand, an expert could define

a purposely-defined partition for each variable in a specific application. The

identification of fuzzy partitions is a sort of variable discretization that allows

us to avoid the definition of strong boundaries. In this paper, we intend to just

exploit this fuzzy discretization of continuous variables required by the MFRBSs

design for computing entropies and joint entropies in the feature selection pro-

cess. To this aim, we introduce the definition of fuzzy MI between linguistic

variables based on the fuzzy entropy proposed in [31].

To the best of our knowledge, no approach to feature selection based on MI

has been proposed in the framework of MFRBSs applied to regression problems.

Only in [32] in the context of classification problems, the authors have defined

the fuzzy MI measure between two fuzzified numerical random features to handle

imprecise data. In particular, this measure is used in combination with a genetic

optimization to define a feature selection method from imprecise data. Further,

in [33] the filter feature selection method proposed in [26] has been extended to

handle imprecise data using the fuzzy MI measure.

In this paper, we propose a new filter approach which extends the mRMR

criterion proposed in [34] for dealing with the fuzzy partitions of MFRBSs.

Furthermore, unlike most of the feature selection approaches based on MI, our

method determines the appropriate number of selected features. Indeed, we

adopt a stopping criterion for the sequential selection based on the average

values of relevance and redundancy of the just selected features.

We tested our feature selection algorithm by performing two different ex-

periments on twenty regression datasets. In the first experiment, we aimed to

show the effectiveness of our approach by comparing the mean square errors

achieved by the MFRBSs generated using, respectively, all the features, the fea-

tures selected by our approach and the features selected by two state-of-the-art

feature selection algorithms, namely the Normalized Mutual Information Fea-
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ture Selection (NMIFS) [34] and the Correlation Feature Selection (CFS) [35]

algorithms. We adopted the well-known Wang and Mendel (WM) algorithm [2]

for generating the MFRBSs. We show that the mean square errors obtained

by the MFRBSs generated by using the features selected by our approach are,

on average, similar to the values achieved by using all the features and lower

than the ones obtained by employing the subset of features selected by both

NMIFS and CFS. Since NMIFS employs the same feature selection scheme as

our approach, but adopting a non-fuzzy MI, the comparison highlights the ef-

fectiveness of using the fuzzy MI when designing MFRBSs. On the other hand,

since NMIFS has no stopping criterion, the comparison with CFS, which uses

an FSS strategy, a crisp correlation measure as evaluation function and has its

own stopping criterion, allows us to point out the effectiveness of our stopping

criterion.

In the second experiment, we intended to evaluate how our feature selection

algorithm can reduce the convergence time of the evolutionary fuzzy systems,

which are probably the most effective fuzzy techniques for tackling regression

problems. We use a state-of-the-art multi-objective evolutionary fuzzy system

based on rule learning and membership function tuning to generate MFRBSs.

We show that the number of evaluations can be reduced of more than 40% when

pre-processing the dataset by our feature selection algorithm.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly introduce the

MFRBSs for regression problems and some notations. Section III introduces

the concept of fuzzy MI. In section IV, we describe the feature selection process.

Finally, Section V shows the experimental results and Section VI draws some

final conclusions.

2. Mamdani Fuzzy Rule-based Systems for Regression Problems

Let X = {X1, . . . , XF } be the set of input variables and XF+1 be the output

variable. In this paper, we consider regression problems. Thus, XF+1 is a

continous variable. Let Uf , with f = 1, ..., F + 1, be the universe of the f th
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variable Xf . Let Pf = {Af,1, . . . , Af,Tf
} be a fuzzy partition of Tf fuzzy sets on

variable Xf . Let {(x1, xF+1,1), . . . , (xN , xF+1,N )} be a training set composed

of N input-output pairs, with xp = [x1,p . . . , xF,p] ∈ <F , p = 1, . . . , N and

xF+1,p ∈ <.

With the aim of estimating the output value corresponding to a given input

vector, we adopt an RB composed of M Mamdani-type fuzzy rules expressed

as:

Rm : IF X1 is A1,hm,1
AND . . .AND Xf is Af,hm,f

AND . . .

. . .AND XF is AF,hm,F
THEN XF+1 is AF+1,hm,F+1

(1)

where hm,f ∈ [1, Tf ] identifies the index of the fuzzy set (among the Tf fuzzy

sets of partition Pf ), which has been selected for Xf in rule Rm.

In this contribution, we adopt the product as AND logical operator. Given

an input pattern x̂ ∈ <F , the strength of activation (matching degree of the rule

with the input) of rule Rm is therefore computed as:

wm(x̂) =

F∏
f=1

Af,hm,f
(x̂f ), (2)

where Af,hm,f
(x̂f ) is the membership degree of x̂ to the fuzzy set Af,hm,f

.

In regression problems, the estimated output x̂F+1 is obtained by computing

the output of any rule Rm, by aggregating these outputs and finally applying

a defuzzification strategy. The output of a rule Rm is a fuzzy set Âm(XF+1)

calculated by applying the implication operator I between wm(x̂) and the output

fuzzy set AF+1,hm,F+1
:

Âm(XF+1) = I(wm(x̂), AF+1,hm,F+1
(XF+1)) (3)

In this paper, we have implemented the implication operator as minimum.

The fuzzy sets inferred from each rule are therefore aggregated to produce the

fuzzy set Â(XF+1) as follows:

Â(XF+1) = max
m=1,...,M

I(wm(x̂), AF+1,hm,F+1
(XF+1)) (4)
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where the aggregation operator is implemented as maximum. Finally, Â(XF+1)

is defuzzified by applying some defuzzification strategy to produce the output

x̂F+1. For example, by using the center of gravity strategy [36] we obtain:

x̂F+1 =

∫
Â(XF+1) ·XF+1 · dXF+1∫

Â(XF+1) · dXF+1

(5)

3. Fuzzy Mutual Information

The mutual information MI(Xs, Xt) between two variables Xs and Xt is

defined as [26]:

MI(Xs, Xt) = H(Xs) +H(Xt)−H(Xs, Xt) (6)

where H(Xs) and H(Xt) are the entropies of the variables Xs and Xt, re-

spectively, and H(Xs, Xt) is the joint entropy of Xs and Xt. We recall that,

for two distributions {xs,1, . . . , xs,Ns} and {xt,1, . . . , xt,Nt} with respect to the

corresponding probability distributions Ps = {p(xs,1), . . . , p(xs,Ns)} and Pt =

{p(xt,1), . . . , p(xt,Nt
)}, the entropy H(Xs) and the joint entropy H(Xs, Xt) are

defined as:

H(Xs) = −
Ns∑
i=1

p(xs,i) · log p(xs,i) (7)

and

H(Xs, Xt) = −
Ns∑
i=1

Nt∑
j=1

p(xs,i, xt,j) · log p(xs,i, xt,j) (8)

where p(xs,i, xt,j) is the joint probability of xs,i and xt,j and Ns and Nt are

the numbers of different values for the variables Xs and Xt in the dataset,

respectively.

Let us assume that a fuzzy partition Pf = {Af,1, . . . , Af,Tf
} of Tf fuzzy sets

has been defined on variable Xf .
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Similar to (6), we define the Fuzzy Mutual Information (FMI) of two vari-

ables Xs and Xt as:

FMI(Xs, Xt) = FH(Xs) + FH(Xt)− FH(Xs, Xt) (9)

where FH(Xs) and FH(Xt) are the fuzzy entropies of the variables Xs and

Xt, respectively, and FH(Xs, Xt) is the fuzzy joint entropy of Xs and Xt. The

fuzzy entropy FH(Xs) of the variable Xs can be computed as [31]:

FH(Xs) = −
Ts∑
h=1

P (As,h) · logP (As,h) (10)

P (As,h) is the probability of the fuzzy set As,h which has been defined in

[37] as:

P (As,h) =

Ns∑
i=1

µAs,h
(xs,i) · p(xs,i) (11)

where µAs,h
(xs,i) is the membership degree of xs,i to the fuzzy set As,h.

Similarly, the fuzzy joint entropy FH(Xs, Xt) can be computed as:

FH(Xs, Xt) = −(

Ts∑
h=1

Tt∑
k=1

P (As,h, At,k) · logP (As,h, At,k)). (12)

The joint probability P (As,h, At,k) is defined as in [38][39]:

P (As,h, At,k) =

Ns∑
i=1

Nt∑
j=1

µAs,h∩At,k
(xs,i, xt,j) · p(xs,i, xt,j) (13)

where µAs,h∩At,k
(xs,i, xt,j) is computed as:

µAs,h∩At,k
(xs,i, xt,j) = µAs,h

(xs,i) · µAs,j
(xt,j). (14)

In the following section we describe how FMI is employed in our feature

selection algorithm aimed at selecting features in regression problems.

4. The Feature Selection Algorithm based on Fuzzy Mutual Informa-

tion

Figure 1 shows a typical feature selection process [20]. The feature subset

generation module is a search procedure that selects a subset of features. The
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subset is evaluated by the subset evaluation module. This module assesses the

current subset by applying an evaluation function: if the current subset performs

better than the previous one, the current subset replaces the previous one.

Subset generation and subset evaluation are cyclically repeated until the

stopping criterion is satisfied. The stopping criterion can be based on both

the generation procedure and the evaluation function. In the former case the

process stops when a predefined number of features are selected or a predefined

number of iterations are performed; in the latter case the procedure stops when

the addition/deletion of a feature does not produce a better subset.

Figure 1: A typical feature selection process

Our feature selection algorithm is based on an FSS scheme. We start from

an empty feature subset G = {∅}. Sequentially, we select the feature that max-

imizes the evaluation criterion and add this feature to G. The evaluation crite-

rion is based on the mRMR principle: the relevance of a feature Xf is measured

by the FMI between Xf and the output variable XF+1, and its redundancy by

the FMI between Xf and the subset of previously selected features (the features

contained in G). In order to avoid bias toward multivalued features, in [34] the

Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is used in place of MI. The NMI between

two variables Xs and Xt is defined as the ratio between the mutual informa-
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tion MI(Xs, Xt) of the two variables and the minimum min(H(Xs), H(Xt))

between the entropies of the two variables.

Similarly, we define the Normalized Fuzzy Mutual Information (NFMI) as:

NFMI(Xs, Xt) =
FMI(Xs, Xt)

min{FH(Xs), FH(Xt)}
(15)

The relevance of the feature Xf to be added to the subset G = {Xg},

g = 1, . . . , |G|, of selected features is evaluated by NFMI(Xf , XF+1) and its

redundancy is computed as the average value of NFMI(Xf , Xg), computed for

all Xg ∈ G. The evaluation function used at each iteration is a fuzzy extension

of the index proposed in [34]. We denote this index as Fuzzy Index (FI) and

define it as:

FI(Xf ) = NFMI(Xf , XF+1)− 1

|G|
∑

Xg∈G

NFMI(Xf , Xg) (16)

The index selects the feature that has the highest value of the difference

between its relevance and its redundancy, computed, respectively, in terms of

NFMI with respect to the output variable, and average NFMI with respect to

the just selected features contained in subset G. At each iteration, the feature

with the highest value of FI is selected and added to subset G.

The complete feature selection algorithm based on fuzzy mutual information,

denoted FMIFS in the following, can be summarized as follows:

1. Initialize G = {∅}

2. For each feature Xf ∈ X, f = 1, . . . , F , compute NFMI(Xf , XF+1);

3. Select the feature X̂f that maximizes NFMI(Xf , XF+1);

4. Remove X̂f from the set X and add X̂f to the subset G; thus, X ←

X \ {X̂f} and G← {X̂f};

5. Repeat until stopping condition is false

(a) For each Xf ∈ X calculate the fuzzy index FI(Xf )

(b) Select the feature X̂f that maximizes FI
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(c) Remove X̂f from the set X and add X̂f to the subset G; thus, X←

X \ {X̂f} and G← {X̂f};

As regards the stopping condition, for each selected feature added to the

subset G, we compute the following index M of merit defined as:

M(z) =

1
z

∑
Xg∈G(z)

NFMI(Xg, XF+1)

1
(z−1)z

2

∑
Xg∈G(z)

∑
Xr∈G(z)

NFMI(Xg, Xr) + 1
z

∑
Xg∈G(z)

NFMI(Xg, XF+1)

(17)

where G(z) denotes the subset G after z features have been inserted, i.e., when

the cardinality of G is equal to z.

The numerator and the second term of the denominator of index M(z) cor-

respond to the average value of the NFMI computed between each feature in

G(z) and the output variable XF+1. The first term of the denominator is the

average value of the NFMI computed between pairs of features in G(z). In

practice, the numerator represents the average relevance of the selected features

and the denominator the sum of the average relevance of the selected features,

and the average redundancy of each selected feature with respect to the others

contained in G(z).

When we start to insert the selected features into G, the relevance of these

features is certainly higher than their redundancy. Thus, the value of M(z)

tends to grow when z is low. With the increase of z, the probability of adding

less relevant and more redundant features is higher and higher. Thus, the value

of M(z) tends to decrease. Intuitively, we would like to stop the selection just

when M(z) starts to decrease. Since both the increase and the decrease are

not monotone, it is not immediate to identify when this trend change occurs

since we do not want to explore all the features before deciding the optimal

value of z. Thus, we adopt the following heuristic as stopping condition: If for

t̂ consecutive features added to G, M(z) is decreasing, then we stop the FMIFS

algorithm and output the subset G(z̄) of selected features, where G(z̄) is the

subset of features with the highest value of M , that is M(z̄) = max z
j=1(M(j)).
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Formally, for z ≥ t̂, if

M(z − t+ 1) < M(z − t),∀t ∈
{

1, . . . , t̂
}
, (18)

then we stop the FMIFS algorithm and output the set G(z̄) corresponding to

M(z̄), where z̄ = arg maxj(M(j)), as subset of selected features.

In the experiments, we verified that t̂ = 2 allows us to capture the change

from the increasing to decreasing trend of M(z) with good approximation and

therefore to achieve good results in terms of accuracy and number of selected

features.

5. Experimental Results

We use twenty high dimensional regression datasets to test the effectiveness

of our feature selection algorithm. The datasets are extracted from three reposi-

tories, namely the KEEL repository (available at http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/datasets.php),

the UCI Machine Learning Repository (available at http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/)

and the Torgo’s repository (available at http://www.aic.uniovi.es/q̃uevedo/Investigation/Torgo/).

In Table 1, for each dataset, we show the number of instances, the number of

features (input variables) and the corresponding repository. For each dataset,

we carried out a 5-fold cross validation: all the results shown in this section are

averaged on the five folds.

We performed two experiments. The first experiment intends to show the ef-

fectiveness of our approach by comparing the mean square errors achieved by the

MFRBSs generated using, respectively, all the features, the features selected by

our approach and the features selected by two state-of-the-art feature selection

algorithms, namely the NMIFS [34] and CFS [35] algorithms. In order to avoid

possible biases related to the specific algorithm used to generate the MFRBSs,

we employed the classical WM algorithm [2]. On the other hand, this experiment

does not aim to obtain the lowest mean square error on the datasets, but just to

compare our algorithm with some state-of-the-art feature selection algorithms,

using the same method for generating MFRBSs. In the second experiment, we
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Table 1: Characteristics of the datasets used in the experiments

Dataset Instances
Input

Variables Repository

Abalone (ABA) 4177 8 Keel

California Housing (CAL) 20640 8 Keel

Conc.Comp.Strength (CO) 1030 8 UCI

Stock Prices (SP) 950 9 Keel

Weather Ankara (WA) 1609 9 Keel

2Dplanes (CD) 40768 10 Torgo

MV Artificial Domain (MV) 40768 10 Keel

Forest Fires (FO) 517 12 Keel

Mortgage (MO) 1049 15 Keel

Treasury (TR) 1049 15 Keel

Baseball (BA) 337 16 Keel

House (HO) 22784 16 Keel

Elevators (ELV) 16559 18 Keel

ParkinsonsTelemonitoring (PA) 5875 19 UCI

Compactiv (CA) 8192 21 Keel

Pole (PT) 14998 26 Keel

Bank (BK) 8192 32 Torgo

Puma (PU) 8192 32 Keel

Ailerons (AIL) 13750 40 Keel

Communities/Crime (CR) 1994 101 UCI
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adopt an evolutionary fuzzy system for generating MFRBSs. Evolutionary fuzzy

systems are considered among the most effective fuzzy techniques for tackling

regression problems. In particular, we adopted a multi-objective evolutionary

approach based on rule learning and membership function tuning. We highlight

how our feature selection algorithm can reduce the number of evaluations of

more than 40% when used to pre-process the dataset. Indeed, feature selection

can diminish the search space by limiting the number of features and therefore

the rule length.

In both the experiments, we adopt triangular fuzzy sets Af,q defined by

the tuples (af,q, bf,q, cf,q), where af,q and cf,q correspond to the left and right

extremes of the support of Af,q, and bf,q to the core. Since we adopt strong fuzzy

partitions, af,1 = bf,1, bf,Tf
= cf,Tf

and, for q = 2, . . . , Tf − 1, bf,q = cf,q−1 and

bf,q = af,q+1.

Given a training set TR = {x1, . . . ,xN} ofN observations xp = {x1,p, . . . , xF+1,p},

we generate the rule base of the MFRBS using the predefined data base adopted

to compute the NFMI. In the experiments, we have uniformly partitioned each

variable Xf with Tf = 5, f = 1, . . . , F + 1, fuzzy sets. Once generated the

MFRBSs, we calculate the MSE as:

MSE =
1

2 ·Q

Q∑
l=1

(F (xl)− yl)2 (19)

where Q is the size of the considered dataset, F (xl) is the output obtained

from the MFRBS when the lth input pattern is considered, and yl is the desired

output.

5.1. The first experiment

In the first experiment, we first check whether the feature selection performed

by FMIFS deteriorates the accuracy by comparing the MSEs of the MFRBSs

generated applying the WM algorithm to the data characterized by both all

the features and by the subset of features selected by FMIFS. Then, we prove

the effectiveness of introducing fuzziness in the MI calculation by comparing
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FMIFS with two state-of-the-art feature selection methods, namely the NMIFS

[34] and the CFS [35] algorithms.

To statistically verify if there exist significant differences between the dis-

tributions of the MSEs associated with the generated MFRBSs, we apply a

non-parametric test, namely the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for pairwise com-

parison of two sample means [40]. Since this test is based on the ranking of the

differences of two sample means, in the case of the MSE distributions, in or-

der to make this difference comparable in regression problems where the MSEs

can be characterized by a different order of magnitude, we adopt a normalized

difference DIFF defined as [9]

DIFF =
MSEOther −MSEFMIFS

MSEOther
(20)

where MSEOther is the MSE of the MFRBS obtained by the algorithm used in

the comparison.

In Tab. 2 we show the MSEs of the MFRBSs obtained by using all the fea-

tures (WMALL) and the subset of features selected by FMIFS. For each dataset,

we present the average values and the standard deviations of the MSEs obtained

on the training and test sets (MSETR(σTR) and MSETS(σTS), respectively)

and the average number NR of rules. For FMIFS, we show also the average

number NF of selected features.

By analysing Tab. 2, we can observe that the two distributions of MSEs

for both the training and test sets follow almost the same trend. To statisti-

cally validate this observation, in Table 3 we show the results of the Wilcoxon

test applied to the MSE distributions obtained on both the training and the

test sets. Here, R+ and R− represent the ranks corresponding to FMIFS and

WMALL, respectively. Since in both cases the p-value is higher than the level

of significance α = 0.05, the null hypothesis is not rejected, and therefore the

statistical equivalence of the MSE distributions is verified on both the training

and test sets. This result confirms that our algorithm is able to find subsets

of features that are representative of the overall sets of features and that the
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Table 2: Average MSEs calculated on the training and test sets and average number NR

of rules of the MFRBSs generated by using the average number NF of features selected by

FMIFS and all the features (WMALL), respectively

Dataset
FMIFS WMALL

MSETR(σTR) MSETS(σTS) NF NR MSETR(σTR) MSETS(σTS) NR

ABA 4.32e+00(1.25e+00) 4.33e+00(1.17e+00) 2 8.6 3.42e+00(8.96e-02) 3.53e+00(3.72e-01) 199

CAL 6.59e+09(1.06e+09) 6.61e+09(9.91e+08) 3 28.4 4.20e+09(1.16e+08) 4.24e+09(8.77e+07) 544.4

CO 6.14e+01(2.97e+00) 6.37e+01(5.76e+00) 3 51.4 3.59e+01(8.61e-01) 4.81e+01(8.61e+00) 309.8

SP 2.26e+00(1.64e-01) 2.31e+00(1.63e-01) 4 72.4 1.43e+00(8.79e-02) 1.46e+00(1.76e-01) 265.4

WA 5.34e+00(3.04e-01) 5.49e+00(5.39e-01) 6 143.2 4.64e+00(3.62e-01) 5.16e+00(7.09e-01) 456.8

CD 2.86e+00(5.14e-01) 2.85e+00(5.06e-01) 4.6 133.2 1.76e+00(5.33e-03) 2.87e+00(2.13e-01) 22278

MV 3.71e+00(1.25e-02) 3.71e+00(4.99e-02) 4 92 4.04e+00(3.58e-02) 4.93e+00(4.85e-02) 24471.6

FO 1.45e+03(5.62e+02) 3.34e+03(2.01e+03) 9 365.8 1.43e+03(5.64e+02) 3.48e+03(1.91e+03) 375

MO 1.28e-01(8.60e-04) 1.28e-01(1.41e-03) 2 12.6 1.28e-01(5.42e-03) 1.34e-01(1.37e-02) 198.8

TR 8.61e-02(7.96e-03) 8.95e-02(2.18e-02) 2 12.8 4.19e-01(2.63e-02) 4.25e-01(6.69e-02) 196

BA 1.18e+05(1.88e+04) 3.71e+05(1.17e+05) 10.6 211.2 7.79e+04(5.05e+03) 3.81e+05(2.84e+04) 252.2

HO 1.11e+09(3.58e+07) 1.18e+09(7.27e+07) 10.8 1663.2 1.12e+09(1.09e+07) 1.22e+09(1.03e+08) 3718

ELV 1.20e-05(6.25e-07) 1.25e-05(8.70e-07) 13.8 2065.6 1.15e-05(1.64e-07) 1.21e-05(1.19e-07) 4318.8

PA 3.65e+01(2.54e-01) 3.65e+01(1.02e+00) 2 15 2.08e+01(1.45e-01) 2.16e+01(8.19e-01) 1734

CA 1.03e+01(2.02e+00) 1.06e+01(2.04e+00) 12.8 502.4 8.80e+00(4.62e-01) 9.79e+00(6.46e-01) 1538

PT 2.30e+02(2.17e+01) 2.34e+02(1.96e+01) 17.2 1528.4 2.00e+02(2.88e+00) 2.06e+02(7.25e+00) 3174.6

BK 5.66e-03(1.71e-03) 5.77e-03(1.85e-03) 3 44.8 9.63e-04(3.79e-06) 1.27e-02(6.11e-04) 6553.6

PU 5.90e-05(4.87e-06) 5.89e-05(4.85e-06) 2 25 7.76e-05(2.27e-07) 7.28e-04(3.67e-05) 6553.6

AIL 2.32e-08(4.67e-10) 2.44e-08(4.30e-10) 16.2 1919.4 2.43e-08(6.94e-10) 2.75e-08(1.07e-09) 5971.8

CR 7.87e-03(2.46e-03) 1.20e-02(1.06e-03) 10.4 795.2 2.57e-03(3.50e-05) 2.06e-02(1.14e-03) 1595.2
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MFRBSs generated by using these subsets achieve on average the same accuracy

as the ones built using all the features. As regards the complexity, we show no

statistical test since it is evident by Table 2 that, as expected, the number of

rules is considerably reduced when using only the selected features.

Table 3: Results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the MSEs obtained on the training and

test sets by the MFRBSs generated using the subsets of features selected by FMIFS and all

the features, respectively

FMIFS vs. WMALL R+ R− Hypothesis (α = 0.05) p-value

Training Set 46.0 164.0 Not Rejected 1

Test Set 107 103 Not Rejected 0.9256

As regards the comparison between FMIFS and other feature selection meth-

ods, as we have pointed out in Section I, to the best of our knowledge, a few

papers have proposed algorithms suitable for selecting features in regression

problems and no paper has proposed a forward sequential approach for select-

ing fuzzy features. Thus, in order to compare the results obtained by FMIFS and

to prove the effectiveness of the fuzzy MI in determining feature relevance and

redundancy, we compare FMIFS with two similar approaches, namely NMIFS

and CFS algorithms, both suitable for selecting features in regression problems.

Both the approaches require that the input and output variables are dis-

cretized. On the other hand, the MFRBS generation process needs that, for

each variable Xf , f = 1, . . . , F + 1, a pre-defined fuzzy partition Pf consisting

of Tf fuzzy sets is specified. The fuzzy partition can be defined by a domain

expert. Alternatively, a uniform partition is often employed so as to guarantee a

high interpretability. After having applied the feature selection, just these fuzzy

partitions of the selected features are used for generating the MFRBSs. Since a

fuzzy partition is a fuzzy discretization of the universe Uf of the variable Xf , we

generate the partitions of the input and output variables, needed by NMIFS and

CFS, by making the pre-defined fuzzy partitions crisp. In particular, we adopt

Tf bins for each linguistic variable Xf . The lower lf,q and the upper uf,q bounds

of each qth bin on Xf are defined as follows: lf,1=bf,1, uf,Tf
= bf,Tf

and, for
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each q ∈ [2..Tf − 1], lf,q = uf,q−1 =
bf,q+bf,q−1

2 and lf,q+1 = uf,q =
bf,q+bf,q+1

2 ,

where bf,q is the core of fuzzy set Af,q. Figure 2 shows an example of fuzzy and

corresponding crisp partitions.

Figure 2: An example of fuzzy and corresponding crisp partitions

After the NMIFS and CFS algorithms have selected the features, the WM

algorithm is applied to the data described by the selected features using the

initial fuzzy partitions.

We used these two algorithms for two different reasons. NMIFS uses the

same procedure as FMIFS but the measures of relevance and redundancy are

based on a crisp rather than fuzzy MI. Thus we can assess the effectiveness of

the fuzzy MI in determining the set of selected features.

NMIFS stops when a pre-fixed number of selected features is achieved; no

stopping criterion is therefore explicitly provided for automatically determining

the optimal number of selected features. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of

our stopping criterion, we have employed CFS. Indeed, CFS adopts a stopping

criterion based on a correlation measure and exploits an FSS strategy similar

to our approach.

To numerically compare the results of NMIFS with the ones obtained by

our approach, for each dataset we consider the number of features selected by

NMIFS equal to the number of features computed by FMIFS on the corre-

sponding fold. In this way we can compare the MSEs of the MFRBSs built
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using subsets of features of the same cardinality. In Table 4, we show the aver-

age values of the MSEs obtained on both the training and test sets by using the

features selected by NMIFS. For the sake of clarity, in this table we also report

the average number (NF ) of features used for generating the MFRBSs and the

average number NR of rules.

Table 4: Average MSEs calculated on the training and test sets and average number NR

of rules of the MFRBSs generated by using the average number NF of features selected by

NMIFS

Dataset MSETR(σTR) MSETS(σTS) NF NR

ABA 6.40e+00(1.45e+00) 6.39e+00(1.47e+00) 2 12.8

CAL 6.59e+09(1.06e+09) 6.61e+09(9.91e+08) 3 57.2

CO 6.14e+01(2.97e+00) 6.37e+01(5.76e+00) 3 51.4

SP 2.34e+00(1.34e-01) 2.45e+00(2.23e-01) 4 72.8

WA 5.34e+00(3.04e-01) 5.49e+00(5.39e-01) 6 158.6

CD 2.86e+00(5.14e-01) 2.85e+00(5.06e-01) 4.6 133.2

MV 4.13e+00(1.05e-01) 4.13e+00(9.16e-02) 4 132

FO 1.59e+03(6.60e+02) 3.53e+03(1.81e+03) 9 346.6

MO 1.59e-01(2.09e-02) 1.57e-01(2.59e-02) 2 14

TR 3.17e-01(8.76e-02) 3.34e-01(7.24e-02) 2 14.6

BA 1.35e+05(2.57e+04) 3.44e+05(5.27e+04) 10.6 192.4

HO 1.09e+09(2.18e+07) 1.16e+09(8.95e+07) 10.8 1450.6

ELV 1.23e-05(5.74e-07) 1.30e-05(7.08e-07) 13.8 3060.2

PA 3.61e+01(5.17e-01) 3.68e+01(1.29e+00) 2 18.8

CA 9.89e+00(6.16e-01) 1.04e+01(5.22e-01) 12.8 1095.8

PT 2.31e+02(1.31e+01) 2.34e+02(1.75e+01) 17.2 1274.6

BK 5.66e-03(1.71e-03) 5.77e-03(1.85e-03) 3 44.8

PU 5.90e-05(4.87e-06) 5.89e-05(4.85e-06) 2 25

AIL 2.37e-08(2.81e-09) 2.51e-08(2.56e-09) 16.2 1739.6

CR 7.12e-03(1.92e-03) 1.20e-02(1.67e-03) 10.4 859

We observe that the MFRBSs generated by the subsets of features selected

by NMIFS are in general less accurate than the ones generated by using the

subset of features selected by our algorithm, on both the training and test sets.

To statistically validate this observation, we apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank

test on the MSEs distributions obtained by using the features selected by both

the NMIFS and the FMIFS algorithms. As shown in Table 5, the results of
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the statistical test confirm our observation. Indeed, since the null-hypothesis is

rejected for both the training and test sets, we conclude that the sets of features

selected by our approach generate on average more accurate MFRBSs. This

result highlights that taking fuzziness into consideration just from the feature

selection phase allows selecting more suitable features for generating accurate

MFRBSs.

Table 5: Results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the MSEs obtained on the training and

test sets by the MFRBSs generated using the subsets of features selected by both FMIFS and

NMIFS

FMIFS vs. NMIFS R+ R− Hypothesis (α = 0.05) p-value

Training Set 143.0 47.0 Rejected 0.049

Test Set 145.5 44.5 Rejected 0.040

As regards the comparison with CFS, we adopted the version of CFS imple-

mented in WEKA[41]. CFS uses the best first search as search strategy. This

strategy starts with an empty set of features and generates all possible single

feature expansions. The expansion with the highest rank is chosen and ex-

panded in the same manner by adding single features. The rank is determined

by considering the correlation between each feature and the output variable,

along with the degree of redundancy between the selected features. If expand-

ing a subset results in no improvement, the search drops back to the next best

unexpanded subset and continues from there. CFS uses a stopping criterion of

five consecutive fully expanded non-improving subsets.

We applied the WM algorithm to the data described by the features selected

by CFS. In Tab. 6 we show the average MSEs and corresponding standard

deviations obtained on both the training and test sets by the MFRBSs generated

by the WM algorithm using the features selected by CFS, the average number

NF of features selected by CFS and the average number NR of rules.

We observe that the subsets of features selected by FMIFS generate MFRBSs

more accurate than the ones generated with the subsets of features selected by

CFS. To statistically validate this observation we apply again the Wilcoxon
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Table 6: Average MSEs calculated on the training and test sets and average number NR of

rules of the MFRBSs generated by using the average number NF of features selected by CFS

Dataset MSETR(σTR) MSETS(σTS) NF NR

ABA 4.69E+00 (1.26E+00) 4.65E+00 (1.24E+00) 2.0 9.4

CAL 1.75E+10 (1.26E+10) 1.76E+10 (1.28E+10) 1.0 5

CO 5.83E+01 (4.24E+00) 6.15E+01 (3.52E+00) 4.0 82.8

SP 6.13E+00 (3.57E-01) 6.10E+00 (7.33E-01) 2.0 15.0

WA 4.54E+00 (2.49E-01) 4.55E+00 (8.84E-02) 4.0 84.4

CD 2.86E+00 (5.14E-01) 2.85E+00 (5.06E-01) 4.6 133.2

MV 4.13E+00 (1.05E-01) 4.13E+00 (9.16E-02) 4.0 132.0

FO 7.61E-03 (4.38E-04) 1.15E-02 1.68E-03) 4.0 162.6

MO 1.56E-01 (1.98E-02) 1.54E-01 (2.37E-02) 2.0 14.0

TR 2.77E-01 (1.22E-01) 2.88E-01 (1.29E-01) 2.0 13.0

BA 2.14E+05 (5.89E+04) 3.53E+05 (9.54E+04) 6.8 79.2

HO 4.74E+09 (1.55E+09) 4.71E+09 (1.49E+09) 2.0 13.6

ELV 1.49E-04 (2.78E-05) 1.49E-04 (2.74E-05) 2.8 8.0

PA 2.41E+01 (1.09E+00) 2.43E+01 (1.04E+00) 6.0 289.4

CA 1.18E+01 (1.26E+00) 1.21E+01 (1.24E+00) 11.8 491.8

PT 1.28E+03 (9.96E+00) 1.28E+03 (3.34E+01) 4.0 74.2

BK 3.75E-03 (2.53E-04) 4.93E-03 (2.57E-04) 6.4 1925.0

PU 7.93E-05 (3.24E-06) 6.76E-04 (9.61E-05) 11.8 6553.0

AIL 2.71E-08 (7.73E-10) 2.77E-08 (1.33E-09) 20.0 899.4

CR 7.61E-03 (4.38E-04) 1.15E-02 (1.68E-03) 9.8 653.4
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signed-rank test to the two MSE distributions. In Tab. 7 we show the results of

the statistical test on both the training and test sets. In both cases, since the

p-value is lower than the level of significance α = 0.05, the null hypothesis is

rejected, thus testifying that the two distributions are statistically different. To

conclude that FMIFS outperforms CFS we also have to prove that the corre-

sponding MSEs are obtained by using a comparable number of features. Thus,

we apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to the two distributions of the average

numbers of features selected by the two algorithms (column NF in Tabb. 2 and

6). Tab. 8 shows that the null hypothesis is not rejected and therefore FMIFS

and CFS select on average the same number of features. Thus, we can conclude

that FMIFS achieves higher values of accuracy than CFS, but selecting on av-

erage the same number of features. This confirms the effectiveness of FMIFS as

feature selection algorithm when designing MFRBSs for regression problems.

Table 7: Results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the MSEs obtained on the training and

test sets by the MFRBSs generated using the subsets of features selected by FMIFS and CFS,

respectively

FMIFS vs. CFS R+ R− Hypothesis (α = 0.05) p-value

Training Set 154.0 36.0 Rejected 0.016106

Test Set 143.0 47.0 Rejected 0.049808

As regards the complexity, if we apply the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to the

two distributions of average numbers of rules (column NR in Tabb. 2 and 6)

that compose the MFRBSs generated using the features selected by FMIFS and

CFS, we obtain that the null hypothesis is not rejected (see Tab. 9). We can

therefore conclude that the complexities of the MFRBSs obtained by exploiting

the two feature selection algorithms are statistically equivalent.

Table 8: Results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the two distributions of the average

numbers of features selected by FMIFS and CFS, respectively

FMIFS vs. CFS R+ R− Hypothesis (α = 0.05) p-value

69.0 162.0 Not Rejected 0.111
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Table 9: Results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the two distributions of the average

numbers of rules of the MFRBSs generated from the features selected by FMIFS and CFS,

respectively

FMIFS vs. CFS R+ R− Hypothesis (α = 0.05) p-value

73.0 158.0 Not Rejected 0.146

5.2. The second experiment

MFRBSs generated by evolutionary algorithms have proved to be very ef-

fective in regression problems [42]. Nevertheless, one of the main drawbacks

that limits the use of such approaches is that the size of the search space grows

with the increase of the number of features. This can lead to a slow and dif-

ficult convergence of the evolutionary algorithms, in particular when the rules

are learned from scratch. Indeed, in this case an integer chromosome is usually

used to codify the rules: each gene identifies the index of the fuzzy set selected

for the corresponding linguistic variable in the rule. With the increase of the

number of features, the size of the chromosome and consequently the size of

the search space increase. It follows that the evolutionary algorithms need a

large number of fitness evaluations to converge to good results. This drawback

can be mitigated by pre-processing the dataset so as to remove features that

are not relevant to the regression task. In the second experiment, we aim to

show how FMIFS can be very effective in selecting suitable features and there-

fore reducing the number of evaluations of an evolutionary approach to MFRBS

generation. When MFRBSs are generated with the only objective of maximiz-

ing the accuracy, they are generally characterized by a high number of rules

and by linguistic fuzzy partitions with a low level of comprehensibility, thus

loosing that feature which may make MFRBSs preferable to other approaches,

namely their interpretability [43, 44, 45]. Thus, in the last years, the evolution-

ary generation of MFRBSs from data has been modeled as a multi-objective

optimization problem, taking accuracy and interpretability as the objectives to

be optimized. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been so

widely used as optimization technique in this framework that the term multi-
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objective evolutionary fuzzy systems (MOEFSs) has been coined [43, 42, 46].

As MOEA, we use the modified version of the (2 + 2)PAES which has proved

to be very effective in our previous works on MOEFSs based on RB learning

[9, 47, 10]. Accuracy and interpretability are measured in terms of MSE and

RB complexity. The RB complexity is computed as sum of the conditions which

compose the antecedents of the rules of the RB. Since these objectives are in

competition with each other, the output of the MOEA is a family of equally

valid solutions, where each solution will tend to satisfy a criterion to a higher

extent than another.

Different solutions are compared with each other by using the notion of

Pareto dominance. Let I be the number of objectives. A solution x associated

with a performance vector u dominates a solution y associated with a perfor-

mance vector v if and only if, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , I}, ui performs better than, or equal

to, vi and ∃i ∈ {1, . . . , I} such that ui performs better than vi, where ui and vi

are the ith element of vectors u and v, respectively.

A solution is said to be Pareto optimal if it is not dominated by any other

possible solution. The set of points that correspond to the Pareto-optimal so-

lutions is denoted as Pareto front. Thus, the aim of a multi-objective search

algorithm is to discover a family of solutions that are a good approximation of

the Pareto front.

(2+2)M-PAES exploits a chromosome consisting of two parts that are used

to codify the RB (CRB) and the DB (CDB), respectively. CRB is a real value

matrix that codifies the set of rules of the MFRBS, CDB is a real value vector

which, for each linguistic variable, codifies how the variable is partitioned. In

particular, each gene codifies the position of the core of a triangular fuzzy set.

Further, we impose that each core coincides with the left and right extremes

of the supports of the right and left adjacent fuzzy sets, respectively. This

reduces the number of parameters, especially in case of high-dimensional data,

and ensures to manage always strong fuzzy partitions during the evolutionary

process. Further details on the (2+2)M-PAES can be found in [48]. Table 10

summarizes the parameters of (2+2)M-PAES used in the second experiment.
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Table 10: Values of the parameters of (2+2)M-PAES used in the experiments

AS (2+2)M-PAES archive size 64

MMAX Maximum number of rules in an RB 30

MMIN Minimum number of rules in an RB 5

PCRB Probability of applying the crossover operator to CRB 0.6

PCDB Probability of applying the crossover operator to CDB 0.5

PMRB Probability of applying the mutation operator to CRB 0.5

PMDB Probability of applying the mutation operator to CDB 0.2

In order to asses how the use of FMIFS as pre-processing step can speed

up the convergence of the MOEFS, we compare the results achieved by the

(2+2)M-PAES algorithm which uses in the training set only the input variables

selected by FMIFS (denoted as PAES-FMIFS in the following) with the ones

obtained by the (2+2)M-PAES algorithm which uses all the input variables in

the training set (denoted as PAES in the following). The comparison between

PAES-FMIFS and PAES is performed taking into account both the effectiveness

of the evolutionary process and the generalization capabilities of the generated

solutions. The former is evaluated by using two well-known metrics commonly

used in the literature to asses the quality of the Pareto front approximations,

namely the hypervolume and the epsilon dominance [49], while the latter is

measured by means of the MSE of the most accurate solution of the Pareto

front approximation calculated on the test set. Since evolutionary algorithms

are stochastic, for each fold, we perform six trials with different seeds for the

random generation functions. Therefore, the results discussed in the following

are averaged on the 30 trials. To quantitatively compare the Pareto front ap-

proximations, for each algorithm we have generated a distribution consisting of

the average values of the hypervolume and of the epsilon dominance by using

all the datasets.

We fix the number of fitness evaluations to 50,000 and asses the improve-

ment on the convergence capability of PAES-FMIFS with respect to PAES by

comparing the values of epsilon dominance and hypervolume. In Tab. 11 we
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show the results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on both the indicators. Since

the p-value calculated in both cases is smaller than 0.05, there exists a statisti-

cal difference between the two algorithms in favor of PAES-FMIFS. This means

PAES-FMIFS generates better Pareto front approximations than PAES.

Table 11: Results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the distributions of both hypervolume

and epsilon dominance calculated on the Pareto fronts generated by PAES-FMIFS and PAES

after 50,000 fitness evaluations

Hypervolume R+ R− Hypothesis (α = 0.05) p-value

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES 163. 0 47.0 Rejected 0.028965

Epsilon dominance R+ R− Hypothesis (α = 0.05) p-value

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES 181.0 29.0 Rejected 0.004291

In order to evaluate the number of fitness evaluations needed by PAES to

obtain Pareto front approximations with a value of epsilon dominance and hy-

pervolume statistically equivalent to PAES-FMIFS, we compare the value of the

two indicators obtained by PAES-FMIFS after 50,000 fitness evaluations with

the ones obtained by PAES executed using an increasing number of fitness eval-

uation with a step of 10,000, i.e., after 60,000 (PAES-60), 70,000 (PAES-70),

80,000 (PAES-80) etc., until the values of the two indicators become statisti-

cally equivalent to the ones of PAES-FMIFS. As shown in Tab. 12, PAES needs

90,000 fitness evaluations to obtain values of epsilon dominance and hypervol-

ume statistically equivalent to the ones obtained by PAES-FMIFS after 50,000

fitness evaluations. Thus, the convergence speed of the MOEA is nearly doubled

thanks to the pre-processing step.

As regards the generalization capability, in Tab. 13 we show, for PAES-

FMIFS, PAES and PAES-90, the average MSE calculated on the test set along

with the standard deviation (MSETS(σTS)), the average number of conditions

(NC) and the average number of rules (NR) of the most accurate solutions

of the training set. The values in the table confirm the improvement on the

generalization capability of PAES-FMIFS with respect to both PAES and PAES-
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Table 12: Results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the distributions of both hypervolume

and epsilon dominance calculated on the Pareto fronts generated by PAES-FMIFS after 50,000

fitness evaluations and PAES after 60,000, 70,000, 80,000 and 90,000 fitness evaluations

Hypervolume R+ R− Hypothesis (α = 0.05) p-value

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES-60 160.0 50.0 Rejected 0.038269

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES-70 159.0 51.0 Rejected 0.041888

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES-80 159.0 51.0 Rejected 0.041888

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES-90 155.0 55.0 Not Rejected 0.059389

Epsilon dominance R+ R− Hypothesis (α = 0.05) p-value

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES-60 186.0 24.0 Rejected 0.002345

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES-70 172.0 38.0 Rejected 0.011737

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES-80 159.0 51.0 Rejected 0.041888

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES-90 143.0 67.0 Not Rejected 0.150631

90. Indeed the solutions generated by PAES-FMIFS are more accurate than the

ones generated by both PAES and PAES-90 on 14 out of 20 datasets. Further,

on 5 out of 6 datasets, the MOEA applied without the pre-processing feature

selection step needs more than 40% fitness evaluations to achieve the same

MSE as PAES-FMIFS. As regards the complexity of the MFRBSs, we observe

that PAES-FMIFS generates RBs with a number of conditions much lower than

PAES and PAES-90, thus increasing the interpretability of the overall RB.

In Tab. 14 we show the Wilcoxon signed-rank test applied to the distribu-

tions of the average MSEs achieved on the test set by the most accurate MFRBSs

generated by PAES-FMIFS, PAES and PAES-90. The statistical equivalence

between PAES-FMIFS, and both PAES and PAES-90 is rejected in favor of

PAES-FMIFS, thus showing that PAES-FMIFS outperforms PAES both after

50,000 and 90,000 fitness evaluations.

6. Conclusions

In the framework of fuzzy rule-based models for regression problems, we

have proposed FMIFS, a new algorithm for feature selection when the input
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Table 13: Average MSEs calculated on the test set along with the standard deviation

MSETS(σTS), average number of conditions NC and average number of rules NR of the

most accurate MFRBSs

Dataset
PAES-FMIFS PAES PAES-90

MSETS(σTS) NC NR MSETS(σTS) NC NR MSETS(σTS) NC NR

ABA 3.26e+00(7.66e-02) 8.6 7.4 2.77e+00(1.81e-01) 17.8 12.7 2.71e+00(1.37e-01) 15.8 11.9

CAL 3.24e+09(4.85e+07) 12.3 9.8 3.00e+09(2.62e+08) 16 11.1 2.91e+09(2.58e+08) 13.8 9.8

CO 4.07e+01(2.17e+00) 17.1 13.4 4.67e+01(9.62e+00) 20.5 13.6 4.41e+01(9.03e+00) 18.8 12.9

SP 1.62e+00(2.08e-01) 26.1 17.4 1.68e+00(3.31e-01) 35.4 19.8 1.63e+00(2.50e-01) 31.9 18.4

WA 2.93e+00(1.21e+00) 15.7 11.5 4.51e+00(3.00e+00) 15.8 11.2 3.39e+00(2.01e+00) 13.5 10.3

CD 2.24e+00(2.85e-01) 11.4 7.9 2.98e+00(6.94e-01) 14.6 9.5 2.81e+00(6.83e-01) 12.2 8.7

MV 1.82e+00(6.29e-01) 15.6 10.2 4.42e+00(1.61e+00) 13.1 8.9 3.76e+00(1.21e+00) 11.4 8.1

FO 4.93e+03(3.97e+02) 17.5 9.7 4.81e+03(5.46e+02) 21.7 11.9 5.17e+03(5.86e+02) 17.1 10

MO 3.94e-02(6.70e-03) 10.6 9.9 4.91e-02(1.76e-02) 31.3 20.5 3.55e-02(1.01e-02) 25.9 18

TR 5.90e-02(1.05e-02) 11.6 10.5 8.62e-02(2.91e-02) 33.5 21.6 7.44e-02(1.95e-02) 27.6 18.9

BA 4.20e+05(3.11e+04) 38.2 18.6 4.45e+05(3.76e+04) 52.9 21.3 4.28e+05(3.36e+04) 43.6 17.9

HO 9.99e+08(1.07e+08) 20.3 12.6 1.05e+09(8.34e+07) 30.4 17.2 9.63e+08(8.12e+07) 21.5 13.1

ELV 1.28e-05(8.44e-07) 21 13.9 1.15e-05(1.44e-06) 31.4 18.6 1.06e-05(1.41e-06) 22.7 15.8

PA 2.43e+01(1.72e+00) 11.9 9.4 2.57e+01(2.39e+00) 49 22.7 2.45e+01(2.26e+00) 34.2 17.8

CA 1.57e+01(4.27e+00) 37.6 17.2 2.64e+01(1.24e+01) 78.7 26.9 1.90e+01(5.66e+00) 52.2 23

PT 3.33e+02(1.12e+02) 64 24.5 4.48e+02(1.46e+02) 111.9 29.4 3.36e+02(1.39e+02) 76.2 25.9

BK 3.92e-03(6.40e-05) 18.1 14.4 6.49e-03(9.40e-04) 97.1 28.3 5.13e-03(5.02e-04) 49.1 23.3

PU 8.30e-05(1.55e-05) 15.1 9.8 3.47e-04(8.60e-05) 157.1 30 2.47e-04(8.36e-05) 111.7 29.4

AIL 2.44e-08(2.85e-09) 14.6 11 5.16e-08(6.43e-09) 218.2 30 4.44e-08(6.13e-09) 134.4 29.5

CR 1.58e-02(2.33e-03) 197 29.5 2.08e-02(2.08e-03) 1058.8 30 2.01e-02(2.02e-03) 738.4 30

Table 14: Results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the distributions of MSETS achieved

by PAES-FMIFS, PAES and PAES-90

Hypervolume R+ R− Hypothesis (α = 0.05) p-value

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES 187.0 23.0 Rejected 0.00207

PAES-FMIFS vs. PAES-90 160.0 50.0 Rejected 0.038269
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and output variables are partitioned into fuzzy sets. The algorithm employs a

new fuzzy index based on the minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevance criterion.

The relevance of a feature is computed as the fuzzy mutual information between

the feature and the output variable. The redundancy is calculated as the average

value of the fuzzy mutual information between the feature and each just selected

feature. The algorithm uses a forward sequential selection scheme: it iteratively

selects the feature that maximizes the fuzzy index and adds it to the current

subset of selected features. The stopping criterion is based on a numerical index

that takes into account both the relevance and redundancy of the overall subset:

if, for a pair of iterations, the value of this index decreases, then the algorithm

is stopped and returns the feature subset corresponding to the maximum value

of the index.

To assess the effectiveness of our algorithm, we employed twenty regression

datasets and performed two different experiments. The first experiment aimed

to show the effectiveness of our algorithm with respect to two state-of-the-art

feature selection approaches, namely NMIFS and CFS. We adopted the Wang

and Mendel algorithm to generate Mamdani fuzzy rule-based systems from the

data described by the overall set of features and by the features selected by

our algorithm, NMIFS and CFS. We compared the mean square errors of the

MFRBSs on both the training and test sets. We showed that, on average, the

features selected by our algorithm allow obtaining MFRBSs characterized by an

accuracy statistically equivalent to the one achieved by the MFRBSs generated

by using all the features and statistically better than the ones generated with

the features selected by the two comparison approaches.

In the second experiment, we intended to show how the use of FMIFS to

pre-process the dataset allows speeding-up the convergence of a multi-objective

evolutionary algorithm used to generate MFRBSs. In particular, we have ap-

plied the (2+2)M-PAES to the dataset characterized by both the set of features

selected by FMIFS (denoted as PAES-FMIFS) and all the features (denoted as

PAES). We have shown that PAES-FMIFS achieves Pareto front approxima-

tions statistically equivalent in terms of hypervolume and epsilon dominance to
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the ones generated by PAES saving more than 40% fitness evaluations. Further,

the mean square errors on the test set achieved by the most accurate solutions

on the training set generated by PAES-FMIFS are statistically more accurate

and less complex than the ones generated by PAES.
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